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Kim the treasure hunter and her dog Kit wanted to go on an
adventure, but they could not because it was raining.
“Mom,” said Kim, “Kit and I want to go on an adventure
but it is raining. Can we hunt for treasure in the house?”
“OK, Kim,” Mom said, “but be safe.”
Kim got her treasure bag. Kim and Kit went into the living
room to hunt for treasure. “Kit,” said Kim, “sniff around
and let me know if you smell some treasure.”
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Kim looked on by the couch. “Look Kit!” Kim said. “Paper!
This is a great treasure!” Kim put the paper in her treasure
bag. “Let’s see if we can find some more! Let’s go look in
the bedroom.”
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Kim looked under the chair, but there was no treasure.
Kit moved the pillows on the couch, but there was no
treasure. They looked beside the lamp, but there was no
treasure.
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Kim and Kit went into the bedroom. Kim looked in the
toy box, around the desk, in the baskets, and under
the rug. She did not find any treasure.
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Kit looked under the bed. “Woof, woof!” barked Kit. Kim
walked over to Kit and saw a great treasure. It was some
markers. Kim put the markers in her treasure bag. Great
find, Kit!” Kim said. “This is a great treasure. Let’s see if we
can find some more! Let’s check the bathroom.
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They looked in the cabinet. “Look Ladybird,” said Kim, “Old
toothbrushes Mom uses to clean things with! These are a
treasure!” Kim put the old toothbrushes in her treasure bag.
“Let’s look in the kitchen to find some more.”
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Kit and Kim looked for treasure in the bathroom. They
looked in the shower. No treasure. They looked by the
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towels. No treasure.

Kim and Kit went to the kitchen to hunt for treasure.
They looked in the cabinet. No treasure. They looked in the
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freezer. It was cold, but there was no treasure.

Kit sniffed at the pantry. Kim opened the door and
looked around. She saw some macaroni. “Macaroni
is treasure,” Kim told Kit. “Good job, Kit. Let’s look in
the hall closet for more treasure.” Kim put the
macaroni in her treasure bag and they went to the
hall closet.
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Kim and Kit did not see much in the closet. There
were a lot of jackets. There were a lot of shoes. Then,
at the bottom of the closet, Kim saw a great treasure.
“Oh, my!” said Kim. “Look Kit! There are some cans of
paint! Oh, my! And some glue, too!” Kim put the
paint and glue in her treasure bag.
Glue
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Glue

Kim said, “Kit, we
have found a lot
of treasure
today. Let’s go
put it all in the
treasure box.
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Glue

As Kim and Kit put their things in the treasure box, Kim got an
idea. “Wait. Kit,” Kim said. “Let’s put the treasure on the
table! It will be so much fun!”
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Kim and Kit used the paint and toothbrushes to paint a
picture on the paper and then used the glue to put
macaroni on top. Then they put the paper on the
treasure box. They used their art to make the
treasure box pretty! It was a fun rainy day for
the treasure hunters.
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